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Abstract
The article examines factors that affect the investment activity, provides the interest independence rate
and return rate graph, as well as analyzes how foreign investment growth occurs. An important
component of the economy is the investment process. Macroeconomic factors are such conditions that are
directly related to the economy at the national level and capture a large part of its population. When the
investment plan is being developed at the enterprise, the principles below should be followed: accounting
of the risks and inflation; economic investments justification; reliable and cheaper financing methods.
Summarizing, we can state that all these factors as have a common goal to influence the investment
activity, and this already implies an impact on the entire country economy. In general, we can conclude
that all these factors as a whole have a common goal that is to influence investment activity, and this
already implies an impact on the entire country economy.
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1.

Introduction
An important component of the economy is the investment process. Investment - is money

allocation with the purpose of obtaining some benefits. At present, this earnings type is quite popular, but
you should not forget the nuances that affect the profitable investment (Krasilnikov, 2010; Sokolnikova et
al., 2020; Voropai et al., 2019).
Usually, the following groups of factors are distinguished:
 objective and subjective;
 macroeconomic and microeconomic.
Microeconomic factors are a part of economic theory that studies economic processes at the level
of individual subjects (Podshivalenko & Kiseleva, 2008; Lastovsky, 2010). Microeconomic factors
include:
Enterprises scale. The sets of institutions norms significantly depend on the organization size and
form the necessary assets for carrying out all activities types at the profit expense under equal conditions.
Such companies directly have a greater impact on investment activity.
 Scientific and technical policy of the organization. If a company has a scientific and technical
policy, then this company kind is more often competitive - very important quality in the
economic market.
 Amortization calculations are equally important factor in investment financing, which consist
of a special financial set that will be spent on worn-out equipment replacement in the future.
 Organizational and legal business form. Its essence lies in the lenders confidence level to
borrowers.
Macroeconomic factors are such conditions that are directly related to the economy at the national
level and capture a large part of its population (Konyuhov et al., 2019).
This group also includes:
1. tax system and its improvement degree;
2. money depreciation degree;
3. lack of financial savings;
4. legal investment activities support;
5. general state and development of the country;
6. existence of a limited territory with a special legal status in relation to the rest of the state;
7. government support for small and medium-size businesses;
8. foreign investors attachment;
9. cash deposits risk standards;
10. country's direct investment activity indicator.

2.

Problem Statement
Objective conditions include situations that are independent from organizations and from the

government in general case, bearing such problems as monetary crisis, natural disasters, etc. (Gozbenko
et al., 2019; Gozbenko et al., 2020; Kargapol'tsev et al., 2019; Podshivalenko & Kiseleva, 2008). On the
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contrary, subjective factors directly depend from the enterprises and the state activities, for example, the
investment and monetary policy (Balanovskiy et al., 2019; Krasilnikov, 2010; Kuznetsov et al., 2019;
Yuzvovich et al., 2016).

3.

Research Questions
The authors are trying to answer the following questions: how factors affect the investment

activity and which factors are most important.
3.1.
These criteria are somehow interrelated, but they have an impact not only on the investment
activity, but also on the entire state economy. The economic conditions are determined by such indicators
as gross domestic product and gross national product, national income, which determine the state ability
to allocate necessary resources for investment. Inflation also have an important role in the investment
project. Inflation is a stable trend of the overall price level growth. We should not forget that this process
is closely related to the bank interest rate, which determines expected net profit rate (for investments with
the growth of the bank interest rate, the demand for investment becomes lower) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Interest and profit dependence rate graph
It should be noticed that the real bank interest rate not the nominal one has the greatest impact on
the decision-making stage, and forms the following relationship:

N r − Li =
AVGr

(1)
where AVGr – real rate of the bank percentage, Rn – nominal rate; Ld - inflation rate.
3.2. Foreign capital attraction as an essential condition for reviving investment activity
There is one caveat in the fact that the Russian law system is unfavorable for another country
citizens investment. Foreign investors identify the following negative factors:
 high level of corruption;
 low citizens rights protection level;
886
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 accounting rules do not meet international standards.
The law adopted in 1999 "About foreign investment in the Russian Federation" states that in order
to reduce the negative impact of the factors above, a number of conditions and guarantees are introduced
to allow foreign entrepreneurs invest money in the national economy. Table 1 shows how foreign citizens
investments in the Russian Federation economy increased from 2001 to 2005.

4.

Purpose of the Study
The aim of the paper is to examine factors that affect the investment activity, provide the interest

independence rate and return rate graph, as well as analyze how foreign investment growth occurs.

5.

Research Methods
All the factors above also affect the attractiveness and efficiency of investments in general (Figure

2).

Figure 2. Interest and profit dependence rate graph

Table 1. Foreign citizens’ investments in the Russian Federation economy from 2001 to 2009
Total
investments
number
Direct
investments
Investments in
authorized
capital
Credits from
foreign cofounders
Other
investments
Total investment
in the investor's
securities
Actions number

2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

19781

29700

40510

53652

55110

4003

6782

9421

130073

13679

1714

2244

7308

1300

2107

1696

2166

3988

990

2433

419

548

923

473

402

333

454

3183

284

370

303

330

2888

Debt security
Other
investments
Trade credit

130

33

32

126

295

15307

22518

30757

40127

38241

2244

2974

3850

6026

9260

Other credits

12930

19221

26415

33746

28260
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Other
investments
Manufacture
Leather and its
products
manufacture

137

325

493

357

535

22

38

21

13

6

13

13

5

There are several methods for economic efficiency calculation, and the most common is the
comparison method. This method proposes the calculations. The minimal cost per year is compared with
the minimal investment cost per year, the payback time and inventory savings data are taken into account.
The only disadvantage of this method is that it does not analyze risks and cash flows, and does not sum
up the financial result (Konyuhov et al., 2018).

6.

Findings
The purpose of the investment climate is to introduce the most comfortable economic conditions

that will attract investors from all countries. All the investment stages in any sphere of life are inherently
linked to the investment climate. The only thing that always should be taken into account is the presence
of the negative factors such as mass strikes, military threats, political and social processes, etc. Table 2
below (based on the example of Russia) shows the factors that affect investment climate.
Table 2. Factors that affect investment climate
Positive
1) Guarantee of the financial deposits for the citizens of
another country:
a) the unrestricted movement of investment in the
territory of Russia and abroad;
b) guarantee of the interest security.
2) Improvement and development of the regulatory
framework of the investment climate:
a) the new taxes law may not be published earlier than in
one month from the date of entry into force in official
sources; it may not be published earlier than in the first
day of the month that also starts taxes or fees payment
period;
b) Laws concerning the taxes payment cannot enter into
force on the 1st January of the following year.

Negative
1) Low efficiency of the government agencies work in
the field of the investment policy implementing that not
satisfy both sides: the investor and the state.

2) The state should regulate the price level and prevent
sharp jumps.

We can't consider investment policy if the investment plan entrepreneur does not have its own
business plan, which takes into account all the strategic goals of today and the future when it’s possible to
eventually calculate financial stability. The government, in turn, can influence the investment activity in
the following ways: by implementing the industrial, financial, tax or credit policies; by providing tax
benefits to businesses that invest money; by implementing depreciation policy; by implementing the most
convenient conditions for foreign investors to carry out their activities in our market, etc.

7.

Conclusion
When developing an investment plan in an enterprise, the following principles should be followed:
 all risks and inflation accounting;
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 investments economic justification;
 reliable and cheaper financing methods.
In summary, we can conclude that all these factors as have a common goal to influence the
investment activity, and this already implies an impact on the entire country economy.
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